Fall 2020
Scholarship Newsletter
Message from the Dean

It is my pleasure to announce this year's outstanding scholarship recipients within the College of Education. Scholarship support makes the difference to many of our students who are now facing even more financial hardship that potentially jeopardizes their ability to continue their education. Thanks to your commitment, our students have the financial support to work toward their degrees and reach their goals of being a Titan future teacher, administrator, or online instructional designer.

The College of Education remains committed to students and the community during today's global challenges. Throughout the year, the College provides direct services to more than 3,000 community students. This year alone, the College has successfully pivoted resources to address current issues by offering free webinars, virtual tutoring, online teaching, anti-racist curriculum, and learning opportunities to 500+ community students and 400+ teachers.

Your investment in the College of Education allows us to create a highly-trained and diverse teaching workforce while supporting current educators in the communities we serve. Thank you for standing with the College of Education and supporting teachers as they change lives and change the world!

To continue providing opportunities to current and future students, please contact Lisa Miller, Associate Director of Development at limiller@fullerton.edu or visit: https://give.fullerton.edu/college-of-education.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kirtman, Ph.D.
Dean, College of Education
College of Education Scholarships

**Anne Ludmila Kruzic Teaching Scholarship**
- Pedro Garcia
- Jonathan Mazur
- Donna Roberts

**Bernhard J. and Vivian W. Strand Scholarship**
- Lorisse Boojaklee
- Perla Ramos

**Beulah and Cecil Ballentine Teaching Scholarship**
- Paolo Vasquez

**California Retired Teachers Association Scholarship**
*Honoring Founder, Laura E. Settle*
- Daniela Alonso

Daniela Alonso  Lorisse Boojaklee  Pedro Garcia  Jonathan Mazur

Perla Arely-Ramos  Donna Roberts  Paolo Vasquez
California Retired Teachers Association Scholarship Division #41
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Chester and Lee Tang Literacy and Reading Education Scholarship
Kimberly Blanks

Viva Palumbo College of Education Book Scholarship
Gabrielle Bennett
Jennifer Delgado
Jacqueline Garcia
Lenise Gomez-Heredia

David H. and Lorraine DeYoung Teacher Credential Scholarship
Araceli Gonzalez

Dean Kirtman Scholarship for Equity and Inclusion
Maria Flammer

Delta Kappa Gamma - Epsilon Lambda Chapter Scholarship
Jasmine De Luna
Victoria Gonzalez
Alison Hupp

Gabrielle Bennett
Kimberly Blanks
Jasmine De Luna
Jennifer Delgado
Maria Flammer
Jacqueline Garcia
Lenise Gomez-Heredia
Araceli Gonzalez
Victoria Gonzalez
Alison Hupp
Dorothy C. Klausner Reading Educator Scholarship
Cindy (Ai-ling) Li

Dr. Olivia Veloz Scholarship
Derrick Young

Dr. Claire C. Cavallaro Scholarship
Angel Manriquez

Educational Advocacy Scholarship for Titan Dreamers
Claudia Mendoza

Emma E. Holmes
Master's Program in Curriculum and Instruction Scholarship
Perla Arely-Ramos       Tamara Cuevas       Diana Dippner

Angel Manrique       Claudia Mendoza       Derrick Young
Emma E. Holmes
Multiple Subject Credential Program Scholarship
Dominique Aulet-Leon
Ivy Chen
Lilian Martinez
Sophie Matz
Sofia Pacheco
Tiffany Tran
Sarah Willis

Ernest G. Lake Memorial Scholarship
Lori Pullman

F. Kay Krausman Scholarship
Mark Warffuel

Fannie Shaftel Memorial Scholarship
Diana Dippner
Founders Scholarship
    Derrick Young

Honor an Educator Scholarship
    Angel Manriquez

Jean Carolyn Brenneman Scholarship
    Kiana Williams

Josette Romero Memorial Scholarship
    Tara Fritz

Kathryn C. Mulholland Memorial Scholarship
    Jamelyn Saiza

Lewis and Deborah Hancock Scholarship in Reading Education
    Kiana Williams

Leuer Ramus Family Scholarship
    Jamelyn Saiza

Tara Fritz  Angel Manriquez  Jamelyn Saiza

Kiana Williams  Derrick Young
Lois Kitchens Outstanding Student Teacher in Special Education
Alexa Redman

Lorenz and Ruth Graham Memorial Scholarship
Kimberly Blanks

Kimberly Blanks  Alexa Redman

Margaret Ann Cooper Teaching Scholarship

Daniela Alonso  Brooke Bierling  Ivy Chen  Dianna Coleman

Evelyn Easdale  Yuri Enokida  Araceli Gonzalez  Donna Roberts

Lilian Martinez  Christianne Sainz  Jamilyn Saiza  Sarah Willis
Marilyn C. Brewer Scholarship
Angel Manriquez      Janae Randall

Mildred Ransdorf Donoghue Master's in Elementary Curriculum and Instruction Scholarship
Tiffany Tran

Mildred Ransdorf Donoghue Multiple Subject Credential Scholarship
Araceli Gonzalez

Miriam K. Herman Scholarship
Christianne Sainz

Master of Science in Instructional Design and Technology
(MSIDT) Alumni Association Scholarship
Michael Aguilar      Kathleen O'Mara      Khevna Patel
Claudia Mendoza      Giovanna Reinking

Michael Aguilar      Araceli Gonzalez      Angel Manriquez      Claudia Mendoza
Katherine O'Mara      Khevna Patel      Janae Randall      Giovanna Reinking
Christianne Sainz      Tiffany Tran
Rachelle Cracchiolo Award for Curriculum Development
Lorisse Boojaklee
Sophie Matz

Reading Educators Guild Scholarship
Colleen Markowitz

Robert Liebl Scholarship
Dawnell Bonsangue

Teacher Trust Scholarship
Claudia Mendoza

Theresa Kawase Rovira Teaching Scholarship
Courtney White

Thank you for making a difference in the lives of our students!